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Abstract 
Cartoons are a kind of art that show all types of event or condition related to social relationships with a humorous style of  
thinking. They are similar to the jokes in the sense that they carry an element of wit and they tell a lot with less mate rial. From 
this aspect they are similar to proverbs and idioms. We can think the cartoons as the forms of jokes turned into images. In 
presch
kindergarten, by providing cartoons 
cartoons. Various question related cartoons could be asked to student. So that, the first steps have been taken for the road going 
from the cartoons of which main material is line to the literature of which main material is language. Except writing characters all 
images like pictures, photographs and cartoons are attractive can 
be combined with a sense of wonder which is at the top level in preschool period will play an important role in the development 
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Methods and Techniques 
 
First, a literature review was made. Studies in the country and abroad related to educational functions of 
Caricature (cartoon) art were identified and aricature "question-answer" 
 opinion "questionnaire" technique was used. 
 
Population and Sample 
 
The population of this study consists of pre-school education- 5 / 6 age group students studied in 2010-2011 
academic year in Siirt city center, Turkey. The sample comprises 7 girls and 14 boys, totally 21 pre-school students 
selected by random sampling method. 
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Data Collection Tools 
 
First, a caricature which was appropriate to pre-
was detected and re-drawn as a charcoal drawing. Thus, the availability of cartoon coloring activity provided.  
Delivering the prepared material to the students coloring activity was applied. After completing this process, 
students  and thoughts about cartoons were asked   and data were obtained by interviews and observation 
methods. All these studies were recorded auditorily and visually by camera. In addition, pre-school teachers working 
in various schools in Turkey have been applied a questionnaire and their opinion was taken related to using 
caricatures to improve the child's understanding and explaining skills. 
 
Introduction 
 
Believed that the caricature come
and  contradictory  sides of people or events  into humor  with exaggerated lines (Ana Britannica: 628),  describing a 
certain person or people  without close attention to details and exaggerating some of the features (Meydan Larousse: 
10)  
Caricature is a short or long story. Just as in the story, it tells of an event or situation. In a cartoon after meeting 
with the reader, the following processes take place: The "entrance" section when the reader focuses on the images 
and tries to solve the secret, the "development" section when the reader understands and interpreters and even at a 
high level develops a criticism against caricature, the "results" section ending with a smile or anger.   
The caricature based on comic material has the elements of thoughts, feelings, imagination, humor and criticism. 
Caricature is an art which has a depth since it has an obligation to tell a lot with less material. It is interesting, that 
the earliest known forms of art are often caricatures of one sort or another; e.g. prehistoric cave art depicting animals 
 1999: 18) 
Meaning of caricature is sometimes not felt directly, that is not superficial. In this respect it is similar with 
proverbs and idioms, especially in nonverbal   caricatures reader's effort is needed to understand the meaning. 
Whether or not a caricature is supported verbally, it conveys the d  thoughts and feelings in a humorous 
way. Caricaturist communicates with the reader in a secret and non-verbal way. The person who produces thoughts 
on caricatures, almost empierces the secret  words of  caricaturist  "open sesame" which opens the magic  door by 
saying. This case raises excitement, enthusiasm and joy on the reader. 
At the period of preschool, child's imagination is colorful, therefore, he/she draws and paints by using colour 
pens in every colour. All of these are tools for illiterate children who learn and explore the real world. Since 
caricature is an art of cartoon and benefits the colors, it appeals to spirit of children, almost creates a bridge between 
the real world and the child's mind. 
"Painting activity", in the process of pre-school education, is one of the frequently used applications by teachers. 
Giving materials covering various animals or flowers pictures   to all of the students the teacher asks them to colour. 
We believe that speaking skills of preschool children could be developed by giving them cartoons especially within 
appropriate with their development in a conscious way and in the next step deriving from 
coloured caricatures students could be asked to talk about them.  
Black and Harrison, discussed four principles of learning relevant to the context of formative assessment: Start 
from where the learner is, students must be active in the learning process, students must understand the learning 
target, and students must express and talk about their ideas as this is an important part of learning. (Chin& Teou 
2008: 4).  
Cartoon has various features facilitating to learn. Thus, it can contribute to the learning process. Learning via 
concretion to abstraction is easier. Words are abstract. Yet the cartoon is tangible and appealing to the eye. 
Considering the info of 70% learning is visual the students will learn with caricature visuality (concreteness), will 
describe what they have learned with abstract words. Thus, speech will be the expression of thoughts and emotions 
which occur in the mind. 
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Functionality of Jokes, humor stories and  in the main language and foreign language teaching can be 
seen in many applications. The humor products containing distilled memory of a language, allows the learning of 
the original sound and meaning language games as well. Language awareness, critical thinking, and humor can be 
achieved by the contributions of thought. This is why the creations of humor should be added to language research 
demir, 2010: 33). 
Caricature enhances the creativity. It helps the student to feel interested in various fields of art. There is a 
language of the cartoon. The student who solves this language can develop a sense of self-confidence and gain a 
new perspective to life. 
 
 
Data Analysis 
 
 
 
Dialogue between characters is as follows in the caricature:  
 
Snowman: Do you have a nose?  
Grocer: Huh?  
Snowman: Nose...  
Grocer: What? 
 
At a pre-school educational institution, caricature above was given to the students to make "speech activity  a 
study of the charcoal drawing and they were asked to colour this. After completion of painting study, speech activity 
was started. Accompanied by some of the questions asked to students about the caricature images, it was brain 
stormed with the students and they got them to give their opinions related to the image by focusing on it.  
have made different comments among themselves about the color of fruits on green grocer h is in the 
visual. Some students alleged that snowman might be hungry and therefore came to the green grocer. A student who 
use of cold. Snowman with broom was 
interpreted by some of the children that snowman has came to sweep the greengrocer and the house. 
Keogh and Naylor, suggest that concept cartoons allow children to feel that their ideas are valued, encouraging 
them to be shared and discussed. When using concept cartoons, all ideas have equal status and help to encourage an 
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environment where mistakes and misconceptions are part of the learning process (Hodgson & Pyle 2010: 10). In the 
study we make, comments made about cartoon by students opinions. 
After completion of painting activity, students made conversation about cartoons. After the event it has been 
identified that 15 of 2 students created small dialogue related to the visual, 5 students did not talk and 1 student did 
participate neither coloring nor speech activity.  
 
Some of the texts created by the students in speaking activity related to cartoons:  
 
1. Student: "One day there was a snowman, the snowman went to the market. Then it came to bench, then it said 
to uncle, "What do you have for me in the bench?" Green grocer uncle said, "I have carrots, to put it your nose. Then 
there are the olive, to make your eyes, mouth and buttons. Then I have a broom for you. Then, I have a hat for you. 
Then I have ice-cream for you". Then the snowman made a snowman for itself by using materials which were given 
by green grocer and played with it." (After the student had created the text, he revealed his joy by saying "This is 
very good".)  
2. Student:  is talking with green grocer. Green grocer uncle says snowman what kind of fruits it 
should buy. Snowman accepts his offer. After that children search for it  ... blahblahblah.  
3. Student: "It was raining and snowman was melting. Again, it was snowing then someone ridden on it ... " 
4. Student: "Snow man came to visit, and bought fruit. Then talked. Then went home, then came again, gave the 
 
5. Student: "The man climbed a tree to gather fruit, right?  On the tree he lost his balance fell. He has ice in his 
head now, right? The snowman came to visit him, then snowman, Pazardzhik was deputy. He cleaned up the fruit, ie 
bench  
 
A summary of the survey with the pre-school teachers underwent the following results emerged: all of 41 pre-
school teachers stated that it  important" to develop oral skills in pre-school period. To the question of 
"Could caricature be used in pre-school in the speech activities? Out of 41teachers, 35 teachers said "yes", and 6 of 
them said "no". While the teachers giving "Yes" answer emphasized the attractive, interesting, visual and humorous 
sides of cartoons, the teachers giving "no,  students.  17 
of the ones anwered "Yes" said that they had benefited from caricatures within the   speech activities and 18 of them 
 
 
Discussion and Conclusion  
 
 a picture worths a thousand words, draw picture and save a thousand words,  be applied to 
cartoon as well. In pre-school process, the short or long speeches made by using cartoons for the education will lead 
the increase of student's vocabulary  capacity, the ability of speech and development  their critical thinking. 
Thoughts are hidden between the lines in a cartoon, which analyses a particular event or situation.  The child 
looking at the Caricature, will attempt to solve the meaning of thoughts , with 
answers in his mind, will create a composition about cartoon. Here is the main source of this composition to 
improve his comprehension and storytelling skills. 
Taking the following aspects of comic art, It can be easily understood how much it can contribute to 
understanding and explaining skills of a child in pre-school.  
 
 Cartoon is suggestive.  
 Cartoon makes laugh or smile. 
 Cartoon opens the horizon.  
 Cartoon speaks volumes.  
 Cartoon increases attention.  
 Cartoon gives the lessons.  
 Cartoon allows us to achieve gratification. 
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If curiosity of children is supported by the cartoons appropriate to their intellectual and emotional development, 
their real-world understanding will be enriched and individuals who can communicate effectively in the future will 
be brought up. Cartoons will also contribute to the different aims such as development of students understanding and 
explaining skills which are  part of their native language development, improvement of their perception  level, 
problem solving, creative thinking, decision-making skills, observation skills. 
The number of working mothers in many societies is increasing every day. This brings longer time spent in 
kindergartens for children. Some children receive three year pre-school education.  Because of the same or similar 
events each year students feel bored or denominated. In Pre-school period, this negative situation could be overcome 
by using   cartoons especially with the age group of six. 
The study we conducted on a small group of students selected by random in a pre- school educational institution 
has showed us that the cartoons can be used to develop the skills of understanding and explanation. 15 of the 21 
students in working group to produce an event about cartoons and to express it verbally as enthusiastically as they 
can support this opinion.  If the continuity of such activities is ensured, we believe that positive development can be 
effectiveness of painting and speech. We received the views of 41 pre-schools teachers. 35 of them stated a positive 
expectation, others expressed a negative opinion. The fact that those 35 pre-school teachers have positive ideas 
-school period confirms the expected results 
of this study. 
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